Title word cross-reference


* [2218].

cloud-based [1784]. cloud-cost [2701].
Cloud-native [2146, 2110, 2915].
cloud-scale [859]. Cloud costs [2701].
Cloud-native [2146, 2110, 2915].
CloudScale [859].
Cloudburst [2336].
ClouDiA [789].
CloudJump [2911].
Cloudkit [1875]. Clouds [1956, 789].
Cloudy [478]. Clouds [1956, 789].
Clue [1672]. Clue-based [1672].
Cluster [3180, 1292, 503, 2165, 208, 1177, 713, 1580, 736, 2856].
ClusterJoin [1097].
Clusters [354, 365, 2644, 2313, 979, 2135, 2180, 2889, 151, 351, 405, 402, 2655, 716, 1322, 582].
CNN [2935, 2098].
co [1927, 2028, 1654, 853, 1249, 2857].
co-clustering [2857]. co-located [1927].
co-movement [2028, 1654]. co-processing [853, 1249]. coalition [2089]. coarse [2401].
coarse-grained [2401]. coating [1721].
CockroachDB [2933].
CoDA [503]. CODD [1422]. Code [3143, 1100, 2590, 2288, 2746, 2368, 2442].
codes [2268, 2288, 806]. codesign [2414].
CoHadoop [562]. coherent [1771].
cohesive [786]. Cohort [1628]. cohorts [2080]. cold [976, 1538, 1085, 2305].
collaborations [2689]. Collaborative [1399, 1585, 483, 495, 2965, 761, 135, 59].
Collecting [3068, 2359, 1783]. Collection [3178, 864, 2548, 2171].
collections [78, 2361, 203, 334, 594, 488, 2599, 1260].
Collective [3121, 2458, 1216, 530].
column-stores [614, 838, 563, 1631]. Columnar [2585, 2568, 2228, 2411, 1189, 1663].
ColumnML [1966]. columns [2524].
commodity [468]. Common [3213, 3124, 1368, 1554]. commonalities [1544]. communication [2855, 1277, 2535, 2842].
communication-avoiding [2842].
communication-efficient [2855].
Community-driven [169].
community-oriented [23, 132].
community-sensed [918]. CommunityAF [3176]. Compact [3147, 2407, 822].
comparison [1831, 2506, 153, 1096, 809, 2003, 2741, 790, 490, 1334, 2562, 1669, 701, 2526].
comparisons [380].
compartmentalization [2544]. competing
Demand-aware [2232]. Demo [2607, 739, 318]. democratic [128].
democratizing [2960, 2470]. Demonstrating [2927, 2961, 2595, 2946].
Demonstration [752, 2609, 1386, 2604, 1397, 2612, 1583, 2586, 2597, 2624, 1808, 1815, 1811, 921, 755, 2630, 319, 2589, 2632, 925, 2616, 2088, 1400, 738, 1418, 1171].
deniability [1668]. Denial [3036, 1858, 958, 2282, 2181, 2759, 3004].
DENOUNCER [2597]. Dense [620, 654, 427, 1959, 1636, 1944, 517, 2095].
Densest [610, 2972, 2065, 2278]. Density [2865, 3031, 2490, 2581, 2755, 2732, 2932, 2157, 1864, 1834, 222, 2916, 1641, 582].
dependency [357, 2175, 1287, 1314, 2572, 2058].
dependency-driven [2572]. dependent [1042, 86, 2508, 1735, 90, 2031, 1060, 2017].
depth [42, 382, 2003, 790, 2801, 1307, 2172].
depth-first [2172]. descent [2006, 1711].
describing [287, 437]. description [2650].
desensitization [2999]. Design [956, 2001, 1474, 3077, 2866, 1194, 2366, 2506, 1075, 1134, 4, 917, 2302, 1069, 2777, 2453, 569, 713, 1826, 2052, 3000, 519, 2959, 2545, 273, 2699, 2565, 2046, 2519, 1130, 2477].
DesTeller [894]. destination [1619, 894]. Detecting [1535, 151, 2342, 2742, 3021, 2229, 2636, 2697, 2585, 320, 1130].
detector [2954]. determination [967].
determination [967]. deterministic [1984].
detouring [484]. Deuteronomy [1447].
development [1169, 17]. developments [1186]. Deviation [3197, 2537]. device [471]. Devices
[3111, 200, 1538, 964, 2111, 915, 847].
Diagnosing [2246]. diagnosis [303, 2166, 1416]. diagram [92, 90].
diagrams [108, 2711, 449]. Dial [3073, 941].
Dial-a-Ride [3073]. DICE [1179, 2622].
did [2152]. didn’t [1827]. Dietcoin [2111].
DIFF [1971]. difference [326, 516].
differences [2440]. different [2283].
differentiable [2693]. Differential
[3068, 1367, 1614, 3047, 3120, 3134, 3178, 2548, 2873, 948, 2022, 2532, 2551, 2410, 1295, 2851, 1874, 804, 1988, 615, 684, 1031, 2604, 2632, 2444, 2756, 1681, 1925, 2298, 2514, 2863, 2364, 1798, 2090, 2359, 2399, 685, 686, 2192].
differentially-private [1057].
differentiation [196]. difficulty [1301].
diffusion [2417, 1457, 947]. digital
[874, 296]. DigitHist [1755]. DILI [3149].
Dima [1804]. dimension [1947, 1667, 2021].
16

[2357, 2706, 2376, 2429]. DNN-based [2376]. Do [2345, 3140]. DObj [124].


Domain
[1882, 946, 1785, 1814, 47, 394, 2728, 2230, 1557, 2262, 2947, 3005, 1658, 1551].

Domain-aware [1882, 1658].


DPSynthesizer [1174]. DPT [1320].

DPTree [2192]. DPXPlain [2992]. DQDF [2766]. DQM [1720]. DRAM [2493, 2475].

dream [2669, 328, 1277]. Dremel [1103, 369]. Drift [3122, 2337]. drill [1402].

drill-down [1402]. DrillBeyond [759].

Driven [3171, 3149, 3097, 2580, 987, 2977, 1143, 1534, 2739, 1709, 344, 2683, 1086, 2142, 2665, 2032, 2961, 1707, 2788, 2341, 1965, 1448, 2661, 1168, 1840, 2230, 1617, 2572, 1553, 180, 169, 617, 2638, 2848, 1450, 2629, 2943, 17, 2527, 1171, 2072, 2582, 2650].

driven-graph [2788]. drives [2199, 446, 596]. driving [2669, 3000, 2603].

Drosophila [143]. DSB [2683].

Dscaler [1624]. DSON [2774]. DTW [239, 699].

Dual [2522]. Dual-objective [2522].

DuckDB [2924]. DuckDB-wasm [2924].


during [1328, 388]. Dwarfs [157]. DXPoint [2239].


dynamically [2377]. Dynamicity [3014].

dynamics [163, 1697].

e-commerce [2089, 1055]. E-store [1242].

eADR [2784]. eADR-enabled [2784].

Ease.ml/meter [2115]. easy [103, 735, 905, 912]. EasyDR [2925].

EasyTicket [125]. ECC [1495]. economic [2082, 716]. economical [2908, 736].

ecosystem [2930]. ecosystems [86, 2660].

Ed [77]. Ed-Join [77]. EDA4SUM [2928].

Edelweiss [1044]. Edge [3070, 2799, 620, 964, 2781, 2394, 2159, 1497, 2828, 1923, 2573, 2459, 1847, 2346].

Edge-based [2799]. edge-oriented [1497].

EdgeDIPN [2394]. edges [1377]. Edit [3119, 2318, 600, 448, 77, 172, 1686].

edit-distance [448]. editing [355].

education [2977, 2672, 2931]. EEG [2143].

Effectively [2329, 270, 1003]. Efficiency [953, 3054, 233, 2385, 2382, 2272, 2566].

Efficient [986, 553, 799, 570, 29, 292, 2269, 1858, 2007, 551, 195, 2993, 2813, 3116, 107, 1833, 682, 198, 450, 3055, 768, 3128, 2426, 2065, 3084, 2062, 3170, 649, 86, 334, 1911, 1899, 2744, 3078, 2057, 3087, 1710, 1838, 812, 2314, 1891, 3139, 1312, 3131, 841, 2188, 2249, 2828, 3091,
enthusiast [1041]. entities [2580, 2567, 1043, 757, 2710, 2221, 458].

Entity [873, 770, 3096, 2809, 566, 457, 3150, 78, 1092, 987, 1462, 311, 203, 592, 1484, 1183, 404, 2116, 378, 2695, 2728, 1552, 1606, 310, 383, 1988, 2825, 2373, 2236, 2072, 1739, 358, 2826, 1509, 2522, 2073, 530, 1550, 1849, 2328, 2941, 2655, 2947, 1098, 1275, 696, 3012, 808, 2601, 886].

task-aware [378]. enumeration [2324, 2353, 1266, 2813, 2772, 985, 2705, 1305, 1646, 2195, 2038, 1113, 2275, 2577, 2703].

Envirometer [918]. Environment [3170, 3164, 1169, 2546, 2424, 267, 164].

Environments [3158, 654, 2123, 2828, 2743, 911, 582, 936].

ePIC [1049]. EPICGen [2618].

Epileptiform [3021]. Epoch [2427].

Epoch-based [2427]. Epoxy [3190]. EPPs [1427]. equality [1485, 2299]. equi [2743, 2577, 3188]. equi-joins [2743, 2577].

EQUI-VOCAL [3188]. equivalence [1737, 2033]. equivalent [376]. era [1821, 1183, 1822, 1186, 1190, 1012, 2154, 716, 576].

Erasing [3115]. Erasing-Based [3115].

erasure [806, 2862]. Erebus [3001]. Errata [1710, 1199, 2549, 2462, 1914, 2436, 1275].

erroneous [2636, 377].

Error [3165, 1416, 1137, 1455, 2537, 2792, 1521, 2761, 1835, 2828, 1698, 2241, 1225, 2301, 2140, 1925, 1755, 725, 2250, 2451, 2925, 810].

Error-bounded [1137, 2761, 2828].

Error-Tolerant [3165, 1521, 810]. Errors [3051, 1535, 1720, 252]. eSkyline [929].

essential [979]. estimate [1720, 205, 36].

estimates [2530]. Estimating [1834, 1664, 3206, 2494, 1649, 224, 1302, 2313, 2268].

Estimation [3034, 3200, 3097, 3014, 2811, 21, 2532, 1635, 2016, 2750, 1872, 2581, 604, 225, 541, 702, 2803, 1101, 2525, 2724, 252, 1910, 1917, 983, 1319, 2406, 2699, 1352, 1230, 2451, 2501, 2596, 1749, 2182, 588, 2786, 2489].

estimations [1335]. estimator [2184, 2698, 2713, 2374]. estimators [20].

ETL [916, 735, 2623, 1356]. ETO [2706].

Euclidean [1221]. Evaluating [2226, 2704, 1382, 2883, 2315, 2203, 358, 276, 1909, 133, 1455, 156, 906, 1183, 277, 2074, 2736, 2945, 87].


Events [3188, 654, 1759, 2613, 849, 1164].

EvenTweet [926]. ever [2119, 1809].

everyone [896]. Everything [1936, 565].

evidence [732]. Eva [94].

Evolution [3170, 2668, 891, 266, 63, 522, 1864, 2994, 330, 73, 2658, 887]. evolutionary [885, 222].

evolvable [367]. evolve [489].

Evolving [3019, 2119, 1449, 475, 1542, 457]. Exact [253, 3197, 1899, 1482, 609, 2534, 2412, 2181, 590, 1705]. exact- [590]. exactly [698].

Example [2890, 3176, 2032, 3181, 1594, 1922, 1033, 2622, 1520, 2524, 1878].

Example-Based [3176, 2890].

Example-driven [2032]. examples [213, 41, 2636, 1448, 634, 1849].

Exathlon [2624, 2578].

Excalibur [3048].

Excel [1129].

exchange [24, 186, 349, 951, 318].

executing [1161].

Execution [3116, 3128, 3170, 3048, 3164, 3200, 3158, 3184, 1133, 2123, 871, 360, 2816, 1393, 93, 2644, 937, 31, 2142, 746, 2707, 2453, 1303, 2468, 1179, 512, 1282, 1384, 1492, 2743, 353, 423, 2385, 579, 2906, 2931, 856, 1206, 243, 1890, 2884].

executions [539].

Exemplar [1033].

exemplars [2715].

eXist [1403]. eXist-db
In-network

Maximization
PhotoStand [932], phrase [459, 1247].
physical [2366, 4, 569, 111, 3000, 273].
physicochemical [142], physics [2704].
Picasso [474, 1788].
picked [2229, 2697, 2923]. PIDS [2228], piece [182, 3126]. piece-wise [182]. pieces [1010].
Piecewise [3126, 3145, 561]. pig [601, 288].
Pigeouring [1943]. Piggybacking [813].
PIM [3057]. PIM-Tree [3057]. Pinterest [3044].
Pipeline [3170, 3160, 3065, 2627, 1766, 2561, 2425, 2574].
Pipeline-parallel [3160].
pipelines [2409, 2958, 1851, 2053, 2660, 2167, 2959, 2574, 2963]. Pipemizer [2958].
Placement [3042, 280, 562, 607, 979, 2137, 1689, 2889, 1344, 1631, 2884].
Planning [3172, 1126, 837, 2479, 2232, 935, 2185, 2362].
Plans [3116, 3200, 92, 1919, 746, 1241, 512, 252, 559, 2931, 1702]. Planting [2197].
PLASMA [924]. PLASMA-HD [924].
plateaus [1438]. Platform [3214, 3063, 2618, 878, 872, 1162, 104, 1893, 874, 1654, 746, 2900, 2918, 2586, 1367, 2624, 2611, 997, 635, 744, 1884, 2657, 1057, 876, 918, 887, 2110, 2925, 2603, 2132, 1197].
Pluto [2241]. Plausible [1668]. play [2527]. players [482].
plug-and-play [2527]. plus [1427]. PM [2784, 2208]. PM-friendly [2784].
Point-Range [3208].
Point-to-Hyperplane [3051].
point-to-point [817, 1109]. Points [2731, 2248, 816, 496].
Popularity [2757, 2845]. populating [927].
potential [120, 2973]. Power [225, 45, 2049, 2687, 100, 1130, 1510].
Power-law [225]. powered [2431, 767, 573, 1642, 1061, 2582, 2977].
PR-sketch [2512]. Practical [804, 1285, 2347, 50, 1376, 637, 823, 2354, 2559, 287, 1874, 1856, 2308, 1852, 2449, 2795, 2185, 1773]. practically [2794, 2737].
practice [255, 2367, 2258, 770, 2681, 2608, 2195].
practices [294, 1614]. practitioners [2201]. Pre [3168, 2724, 3150, 2373, 2470].
Pre-Trained [3168, 3150, 2373, 2470].
Pre-training [2724]. precise [2472].
...
[1103, 1043, 2579, 766, 1561]. Recovering [558]. recovery
[2264, 2136, 1263, 626, 707, 2392, 2822, 549, 275, 1939, 211, 1258, 2337, 725, 849, 3002].
recreational storage [1336]. recreation/storage
[1336]. recurrent [2432]. recurring
[1152, 1282]. recursive
[2000, 2776, 679, 1353]. redesign
[1496, 1714]. Redoop [1152]. Redshift
[2658, 2334]. reduce [802, 1097, 323, 288].
Reducing [1121, 842, 1993, 406, 1246, 381, 753, 1494].
reenactment [1787]. refactoring
[2005]. Reference [187, 1320].
Reference-based [187]. references [1260]. refinary [1523]. refine [2401]. refinement
[392, 1577]. Refiner [2582]. Reflections
[2980]. Reformulation [1392].
Reformulation-based [1392]. Regex
[3194]. region [2933, 1958, 89].
region-based [89]. regional [1833]. regions
[1065, 2043, 1564, 785, 1744, 141, 2730].
registration [23, 132]. regression
[2320, 2937, 1604, 686]. regressions
[2682, 2166]. Regret
[439, 1291, 1035, 1443, 2179].
Regret-minimizing [439, 2179]. regular
[2715, 2835, 1488, 353]. regulating [1781].
Reinforcement [3058, 3195, 2875, 1887, 2134, 2327, 2685, 2574]. Related
[3082, 2481, 1719, 1311, 199, 1337].
relatedness [1801]. Relation
[605, 2236, 1916, 1976]. Relational
[105, 2302, 602, 3049, 1971, 1092, 799, 352, 675, 900, 1900, 1500, 261, 784, 341, 2260, 1005, 1025, 260, 591, 2867, 2297, 2921, 1723, 2285, 1172, 2109, 1537, 2829, 2678, 1227, 1504, 353, 1283, 2052, 1608, 1867, 807, 1553, 905, 1567, 2562, 2470, 1760, 2352, 2299, 2584, 1428, 1878, 2425, 223, 2907, 2477, 1624, 2864, 463].
relations
[1987, 2321, 2971, 760, 183, 585, 2214, 1705]. relationship [2731]. Relationships
[3018, 460, 592, 706, 458, 1273, 1158].
Relative [594, 2140, 221, 1107].
relative-error [2140]. Relaxation [56, 71].
relaxations [2754]. Relaxed [1835, 405].
relevancy [1011]. relevant
[699, 373, 743, 198, 10, 76, 888]. reliability
2003. Reliable
[1309, 1366, 1408, 1193, 1890, 2582].
RELIC [2616]. reloaded [252]. ReMac
[2949]. REMatch [3194]. Remember
[1629]. remote [2751]. removal [2451].
renewal [470]. reordering [1953, 1975].
repair [1905, 1419, 2925, 536]. Repairing
[1488, 1091, 2835, 829, 1716]. repairs
[220, 357, 2309, 1728]. repartition [2021].
repeatable [138]. repeats [851]. Replace
[5025]. replacement [418, 2176]. replay
[2793, 1829, 302]. replay-based [1829].
Replicated [2769, 1970, 1115, 48, 834, 2067, 1363, 2544, 2189]. replication
[1087, 344, 1497, 340, 2796, 1762, 2036, 2427, 2082, 2257, 484, 259, 1829, 44, 2491, 2862, 2347].
reported [1156]. reporting [343].
repositories [946, 30, 2386]. repository
[316]. Representation
[3112, 3070, 3139, 3205, 2967, 1424, 2393, 2960, 2053, 2396, 2301, 2068, 516, 2625, 2821].
representations
[2998, 153, 2695, 2198, 2869, 2433].
representative [439, 2179, 497, 1960].
representatives [1694]. Representing
[3117]. reproducible [1413]. reproducing
[1417]. repulsive [586]. ReqFlex [896].
request [82]. request-routing [82].
requests [243]. requirements [2651].
reranking [1526]. research [1437, 2982, 1413, 882, 340, 2124, 2681, 2980, 2154, 1188].
researchers [2981]. resident [242].
resilience [1467]. resiliency [1670, 2204].
resilient [2224, 1923]. ResilientDB [2224].
Resistant [3057, 2407]. Resisting
[12, 1648]. Resolution [3150, 1092, 987].
SpatialHadoop
spatial-social
SpeakNav
spatiotemporal
spatial-keyword
spatial-enriched
specific
speeding
Speedup
SPIRE
spilling
Spikes
split
SPG
Spicy
specification
specifications
speculative
spatio-temporal
spatio-textual
spatiotemporal
[2091, 642, 2828, 643, 1145]. SpeakNav
[877, 1888, 1471, 955, 399]. speeding
[1483, 2541, 1273]. Speedup [2117]. speedy
streaming strategies [605].

Strong [2155, 3096, 2009, 1214, 395, 1881], strongly-1850].

strongly-typed [1850].

structure [3087, 3193, 3104, 200, 41, 2416, 2783, 924, 426, 979, 2365, 1066, 2711, 1359, 611, 700, 452, 2279, 1016]. structure-based [452].

Structured [1433, 196, 491, 1103, 1607, 629, 2221, 829, 490, 1916, 2724, 122, 2066, 1569, 2971, 2230, 328, 1939, 44, 1875, 1318, 2447, 228, 1243, 656, 40, 1048, 1797, 2279, 1396, 633].

structureless [1051].

structures [1263, 2398, 2733, 2116, 1330, 15, 821, 1094].

Stubby [672]. studies [1165].

STUDIO [923].

Study [3135, 1846, 727, 1964, 1004, 1697, 382, 2186, 1350, 1868, 821, 1286, 2328, 2801, 1307, 2804, 1117, 1904].

Studya [3199].

Studya [159].

style [601, 728, 54].

Stylus [1850].

sub [2567, 2494, 1637].

sub-datasets [1637].

sub-operators [2567].

sub-sampling [2494].

subarray [2012].

subexpressions [1894].

Subgraph [3110, 1848, 3205, 2726, 1886, 620, 610, 2157, 2426, 1047, 2065, 2972, 1788, 2939, 1355, 1327, 1305, 1646, 2020, 790, 2063, 2474, 1744, 1273, 1638, 2038, 1944, 32, 638, 2383, 2301, 2875, 40, 639, 445, 2340, 554].

Subgraph-Based [3205].

subgraphs [1573, 1449, 2270, 1636, 2278, 786].

subset [2253].

subject [1352].

Subjective [2037].

submodular [2510].

subnet [2815].

subquery [284].

subscribe [37, 1155, 38, 811, 1501, 1055].

subscribed [2889].

subscriber [1134].

subsequence [2292, 2634, 2507, 2805, 747, 704].

subsequences [1643].

Subset [3043, 2309].

Subset-Based [3043].

subsets [2099].

subspace [151, 785, 276].

substitutions [2357, 3008].

SubStrat [3043].

substring [793].

substrings [660].

substructures [1788].

subsystem [852, 2649].

subtrajectory [2318, 2327], success [587].

success-tolerant [587].

Succinct [2869, 2060, 2095].

SUFF [3110].

Suffix [2361, 576].

suggestion [8, 1479, 1405].

suite [880, 502, 2824].

sum [663, 2299].

sum-product [2299].

summaries [232,
1427, 591, 2317, 2109, 2227, 2928, 2831, 149.
super [2187]. super-operators [2187].
surface [84, 1694, 263]. surfing [317].
synapse [2765, 2649]. Synchronized [3032].
syntactically [682]. Synthesis [3125, 872, 1608, 2543, 2302, 2520, 1320, 2103, 1915, 2524, 2234]. synthesizer [1174].
Synthesizing [547, 1849, 3186, 2927, 2574].
T [2613]. T-cove [2613]. Table [3168, 1895, 3181, 2310, 2393, 1368, 2823, 194, 1337, 979, 648, 202, 2925, 1202].
Tailoring [2570]. Tails [3080]. Tail [2904]. Tair-PMem [2904]. Take [1348].
Takes [3094]. taking [2579]. tale [340, 1619, 2880]. talk [2980]. Taming
[1327, 32]. tamper [2407].
tamper-resistant [2407]. Tanium [2653]. TAO [2647]. TAOBench [2844]. tapping
[1216]. target [2574]. targeted [491, 1313].
targeting [306]. targets [2439]. TARGIT
[502]. Task [3064, 2339, 2495, 2057, 1344,
1631, 1740, 2432, 3165]. task-specific [2057].
tasks [697, 1697, 2401, 2837, 1319].
tattle [2880]. tattle-tale [2880]. Taurus [2384].
taxonomic [2518]. taxonomies
[603, 56, 652]. taxonomy [2089, 185]. TDE
[1922]. TDSQL [2127]. tea [2930, 2667].
Teaching [1549]. team [1319, 482].
team-based [1319]. technique [265, 1681].
Techniques [3121, 3180, 508, 900, 321, 1005,
1358, 1991, 2972, 548, 380, 2079, 2217, 2741,
702, 2970, 36, 1505, 2971, 2765, 1726, 1509,
2887, 155, 158, 2055, 2848, 1820].
technologies [247, 315]. technology
[2150, 2567, 916, 502, 299]. TeCoRe [1805].
telco [903, 1367, 877]. telecom [1134].
TELEIOS [767]. telescope [925]. tell
[1827]. template [2030, 2650].
template-driven [2650]. Templated [3121].
templates [1167, 2539, 2742]. templatic
[2447]. Tempo [1512]. Temporal
[1480, 3129, 3139, 3083, 3071, 1813, 1252,
1789, 1901, 2755, 1805, 908, 2517, 1043, 2157,
1987, 984, 2836, 2473, 1937, 1759, 2744, 690,
897, 952, 405, 766, 2127, 2863, 1511, 487,
1701, 2386, 1064, 546, 1194, 1244, 2814, 1472].
temporal-probabilistic [984]. temporally
[843]. Tempura [2370]. Ten [345].
Tenant [2889, 872, 1005, 1880, 1283, 1512].
Tenement [2141, 1197].
Tensor [2477, 3026, 2930, 2706, 1690].
Tensors [2519]. teql [2736]. Teradata [2643, 2088].
Teradata(R) [1565]. TeRec [908].
Termination [3199, 1485, 348, 251]. terms
[642]. terrain [1166, 1166]. Terrain-Toolkit
[1166]. terrains [1008, 1466]. territorial
[877]. Tesco [2549, 2452]. test [2496].
testbed [1025, 307]. testing
[1692, 253, 860, 1422, 32, 2910]. Textra
[2965]. Text [3142, 78, 459, 1247, 56, 2109,
122, 927, 14, 393, 488, 960, 1906, 322].
TextCube [2118]. textual [779, 1391, 2325,
1490, 641, 1672, 1425, 1230, 1597, 1141].
TF [3096]. tf.data [2642]. TF/IDF [3096].
tgds [2051]. TGL [2814]. th [2654]. their
[1054, 64, 2248, 1081, 2480, 1787, 1763].
them [883, 1215, 2515]. theme [2018].
theoretic [2542, 2015]. theoretical
[2201, 2205, 2185]. Theoretically
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